From a comparison of the absolute intensities of individual two-step cascades with known intensities of their primary and secondary transitions following thermal neutron capture the cascade and total population abilities of up to ∼ 100 levels of each of the nuclei: imental data as well as the intensities of two-step cascades to the low-lying levels of these very nuclei can be restored within an accuracy of experiment if only the level densities with a clearly expressed "step-like" structure are used and a considerable local increase of the radiative strength functions of secondary transitions to the levels situated close to the breakpoints on the energy dependence curve of level densities and their quite significant decrease to the low-lying levels of the nucleus are taken into account.
What seriously complicates the solution of the problem is that the intensity of the spectra of evaporative nucleons [1] and of primary gamma transitions emitted in nuclear reactions as excited levels with some arbitrary energy E ex discharge [2] does not depend, in any way, on the absolute values of the level density and emission probability of evaporative nucleons and gamma-quanta.
The situation has radically changed after procedures for the determination of the intensities of two-step cascades as a function of the energy of their primary gamma-transition [3] :
connecting the neutron resonance and specified low-lying levels of the studied nucleus and those for the extraction [4] from the data on the density of levels ρ and radiative strength functions
of cascade gamma-transitions, were developed. The value of I γγ is determined by the ratio of the partial widths of the primary Γ λi and the secondary Γ if gamma transitions between the levels λ, i and f to the corresponding total radiative widths and by the number of levels, m and n, excited in the different intervals of their energies. At the same time, their combination ensures (sooner qualitatively) the proportionality From analysis of all the data yielded by studies of two-step cascades (especially on the radiative strength functions of cascade transitions k and on the density of the levels excited by them ρ obtained in accordance with [4] ) it follows that the structure of the wave functions of the excited levels is essentially different for their energy regions below and above ∼ 0.5B n . In the framework of today's theoretical representations of the dependence of the level density on the excitation energy of the nucleus the difference can be only explained (mainly qualitatively) as being due to the breakup of coupled nucleons. Consequently, the level density and the probability of their excitation (discharge) differ significantly from those predicted on the basis of model representation of the nucleus as a purely fermion system (for example, [5, 6] ).
The importance of the conclusion comes from the fact that such model representations of the nucleus continue to be used today to analyze the experiment and to calculate gamma-spectra and neutron-nucleus interaction cross sections. At the same time, the specific character of the data obtained in [4] together with analysis of the conditions of the corresponding experiment calls for going over not only to more realistic models of level density ρ and radiative strength functions (2) (in a manner that would maximally reduce their dependence on the mass of the nucleus A) (of the type [7, 8] and [5, 9] , respectively), but also to their more precise parameterization and further development. The necessity of further mathematical developments is not only due to insufficient agreement between model representations and the experiment but is also due to demand for a more precise interpretation of processes occurring in the nucleus.
THE POSSIBILITY OF RELIABLE DETERMINATION OF ρ AND k IN THE PRESENT-DAY EXPERIMENT
Ordinary HPGe-detectors (relative effectiveness not higher than 30%, no anti-Compton shielding) on a thermal neutron beam make it possible to obtain, in a period of 300 -700 hours of the experiment, the cascade intensity distribution as a function of the energy of the primary transition in the cascade for the final levels with the excitation energy E f not higher than 1 MeV within an acceptable error and to determine the total intensity of two-step cascades to the upper lying levels with E f up to ≈ 2 MeV. This means to observe in the experiment, in the form of extremely simple and very convenient for analysis spectra of ∼ 50 to ∼ 95% total intensity primary gamma-transitions at discharge of excited compound-states.
This allows obtaining of detail, precise and reliable information on the process of cascade gamma-decay on thermal neutron capture in any stable target nucleus. First of all, it is the density of the intermediate levels of the cascade and the radiative strength functions of cascade gamma-transitions. Unfortunately, however, ρ and k obtained in accordance with [4] contain some unknown systematic error whose ordinary part is determined by inaccuracies of neutron capture cross sections, measured gamma-quanta intensity in radiative thermal neutron capture spectra, particular experimental conditions of gamma-gamma coincidence registration, etc.
In the present stage of technique development [4] the specific part of the systematic error is determined by possible existence of dependence of the strength function not only on the energy E γ of a specified multipolarity quantum but also on the excitation energy E ex of the decaying level , not accounted for in [2] and [4] , i.e., by the existence of the function k = F (E γ , E ex ) in place of the assumption that
made when Eq. (1) was derived.
The ordinary part of the determination error of I γγ in the present-day experiment can be easily minimized to the level not exceeding 5-20%. The specific part determines the difference, that is non-removable or difficult to remove today, between the extracted from experiment and real ρ and k. In principle, the difference can be completely removed by measuring the intensities of two-step cascades to final levels with energies not lower than 3-5 MeV ( depending on the type of the investigated nucleus). To do this, one can use multi-detector systems of HPGe-detectors whose number can even be limited.
The possibility of estimation of the effect of the decaying level energy E ex on the relative value of the radiative strength functions of gamma-transitions of equal multipolarity and energy does exist at present.
For all the investigated nuclei there is obtained a considerable volume of information about the intensities all the obtained spectra E 1 + E 2 = const without loss of effectiveness [10] .
For 181 Hf and even-odd isotopes of W, most complete intensity spectra of primary, i 1 , and secondary, i 2 , gamma-transitions emitted on thermal neutron capture were also measured up to B n in Riga andŘež [11] .
The spectra of targets made of elements with a natural isotopic composition are given in [12] . The most fresh data on i 1 and i 2 are in the file "EGAF" [13] Unfortunately, a limited volume of data on radiative thermal neutron capture spectra does not permit deriving of somewhat significant information for the rest 30 nuclei from the analysis discussed below. Among these nuclei, in the first place, are compound spherical and deformed odd-odd nuclei of middle mass.
METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF CASCADE POPULA-

TION OF LEVELS
From Eq. (3), taking advantage of the presently available data on i γγ , i 1 and i 2 the total population P = i 2 of about 100 levels can be determined for the majority of the above enumerated nuclei to their excitation In the present-day experiment [11] [12] [13] [14] , the error of i 1 and i 2 is limited by errors within which the cross section of thermal neutron capture in the investigated isotope are known [15] . In most cases it is not higher than 5-10%. Accordingly, the population of any level from Eq. (3) has an accuracy that is only determined by the systematic error of the data [11] [12] [13] [14] , random error of particular i 1 and i 2 and in addition, by errors of determination of gamma-quanta intensities in the HPGe-detector spectra due to partial overlapping of the peaks because of a limited resolution of the spectrometer. The portion of such cases can be reduced several times, by a maximum factor of 25%, by careful approximation of neutron capture gamma-spectra in a practically monoisotopic target using the data on resolved two-step cascades.
To calculate P − i 1 , the number of the dependence function variants of the strength functions and the density of levels on the gamma-quanta energy and the level excitation energy can be infinitely large.
However, the general regularities of changes in the level population with their changing excitation energy can be determined using just three calculation variants:
a) The density of levels is predicted by any variant of the model of a noninteracting Fermi-gas, the strength function of E1-transitions is specified by known extrapolations of the giant electric dipole resonance in the region below B n , and k(M 1) = const is specified by the normalization of k(M 1)/k(E1) to the experiment around B n ; b) ρ and k, that are obtained in accordance with [4] and reproduce exactly the intensity of two-step cascades as a function of energy of their primary transition, are used (at present, only for the final levels in the cascades with E f < 1 MeV); c) A set of level density and strength function values is chosen to reproduce exactly (χ 2 /f << 1) the values of I γγ = F (E 1 ) (Fig. 1) , the total radiative width Γ γ of the decaying compound state and the values of P − i 1 at the same time.
The realization of the variant c) is possible in the iteration mode: for k obtained in accordance with [4] there is selected some dependence function that would change the secondary gamma-transition strength function values with respect to that of the strength function obtained in accordance with [4] to enable the best reproduction of P − i 1 . To this end, it suffices to multiply the strength functions of the secondary gamma-transitions to the levels below some boundary excitation energy U max 2
by the function h containing several narrow peaks. The dependence of their behavior on the excitation energy of the nucleus can be determined by analogy with the specific heat of ideal macrosystems in the second-order phase transition point as:
with some parameters α, any level whose number is l is determined by the equation:
that depends on the population of all m upper lying levels and on the branching coefficient of their decay.
Although the data on the population depend on the two factors in the equation, the value of P for the different low-lying levels is mainly determined by the relationship between the partial widths of the secondary transitions exciting them. Eq. . In other words, there is observed a considerable increase of k in the region of "step-like" structures and their considerable decrease for gamma-transitions to the low-lying levels.
The use of a large number of hypotheses is inevitable in the achieved stage of the problem being solved.
In this case, all the conclusions about the cascade gamma-decay process of the compound state should be considered as qualitative rather than quantitative. So, the existence of a clearly expressed "step-like structure" of the level density and the related increase in k(E1) + k(M 1) (Fig. 2) can be considered as established with a high probability. However, the number and the form of such "steps" may be only determined in further experiments. The same is true about the parameters of the correcting function h.
Though the situation of the excitation energy region to which an essential increase in k for 2nd-, 3rd-, etc.-transitions in the cascade corresponds causes no doubt (thanks to the number of tested variants), the particular parameters of the function h should rather be considered as particularly preliminary and be used, in the first place, for the development of refining experiments. are observed in the region E 1 ≈ (0.7 − 0.8)B n and they decrease as the primary transition energy further increases.
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE DEPENDENCE OF THE BEST k AND ρ ON THE ENERGY OF THE DIPOLE GAMMA-TRANSITION AND THE EXCITATION ENERGY OF THE NUCLEUS
As it is seen from Fig. 5 , the function R = const × ρ × exp(−κE ex ) has maximums in the region of E ex ∼ 0.2 and ∼ 0.8B n and a minimum at about 0.5B n . From a comparison of two variants of the data for odd-odd nuclei (Fig. 5) it can be expected that their situations change as the mass of the nucleus changes (the population is only determined for 40 K and 60 Co) and most of ρ and k values are obtained for heavy deformed nuclei. In the analysis [4] , as it is accepted in such calculations, the entire excitation region of a particular nucleus is divided into "continuous" and "discontinuous " parts (with known scheme of decay). It also envisages the possibility of local variations of k on the basis of experimental cascade intensity "jumps" (Fig. 1) . This leads to the appearance of "breakups" in the functional dependence in Figs. 2 and 3.
A sufficiently general type of the dependence of the discussed parameters for nuclei having the different parity, N or Z, makes it possible to conclude that the extraction technique of ρ and k from the intensities of two-step cascades (employing data on the cascade population of levels in the nucleus) allowing one to uncover the most general properties of the investigated parameters of the nucleus.
From the data in Fig. 1 . This is especially important for well-deformed even-even nuclei for which the amount of the experimental data on the population of levels and the expected changes in strength functions is rather limited.
It should be noted that the conclusion made concerning a local increase of the radiative strength functions of the secondary gamma-transitions to the levels in the area of the "step-like" structure of the level density makes it possible to reproduce not only the basic peculiarities of the cascade population of levels below 3-4
MeV but also the dependence I γγ = F (E 1 ) using practically similar dependence functions ρ = φ(E ex ) and k = ψ(E 1 ) for the different nuclei. At the same time, their divergence from the existing models is much more expressed in comparison with [4] (Fig. 4) .
The presented results should be looked at as a preliminary and, to some extent, qualitative description of the processes occurring in the nucleus. They cannot claim to be a complete and whole reproduction of the experimental picture of the cascade gamma-decay process because: a) the hypotheses and model representations used in Eq. (1) may be inadequate to the experiment; b) it is impossible to determine the number N c of the observed intermediate levels in the cascade with an error less than several tens of percent in the experiment performed for only one compound state (does not make it possible to exclude or estimate the degree of correlation between the neutron width of the compound state and partial radiative widths of secondary transitions); c) it is impossible to estimate the total cascade population of the levels for which the value of i γγ lies below the registration threshold and/or of the intermediate levels for which i 1 and i 2 are unknown.
In spite of the above restrictions it is possible to conclude that the basic properties of the observed cascade decay process can be only reproduced within the framework of models that assume the existence of a considerable local increase of the radiative strength functions of gamma transitions to the levels lying in the interval with the width ∼ 1 MeV in the vicinity of the effective excitation energy of a heavy deformed nucleus, 3-4 MeV.
CONCLUSION
The attribute of the second-order phase transition is a sharp change of the internal properties of the investigated system as its energy changes. While quite a sharp change of the level density (i.e., of the thermal capacity of the nucleus, in fact) was earlier established experimentally in [4] with a sufficiently high reliability, the results of the performed analysis point to a sharp change of the reduced probability of gamma-transitions (primary, at least) in some, rather narrow, region of the levels of any nucleus excited by them.
The above reported results, that point to an essential increase in the radiative strength functions of secondary gamma-transitions for practically the same region of energies, can be considered as an additional independent proof of the existence of some region of excitation energies in the nucleus where a sharp change in the structure of the nucleus takes place. Presumably, it is a transition from domination of vibrational excitations to that of quasiparticle ones. Apparently, this can be interpreted as a phase transition from superfluid to ordinary state of such a specific system as nucleus. The effect is possibly associated with a breakup of the only pair of nucleons at excitation energies corresponding to a sharp decrease in the level density.
The whole set of the presently available data about the cascade gamma-decay of compound states excited on thermal neutron capture allows the conclusion that below the neutron binding energy a sharp change in the structure of the excited levels is observed at two excitation energies at least (Fig. 5) . The extrapolation of the conclusion to the region of high excitation energies results in the necessity of precise determination of level density using non-model independent procedures at high excitation energies as well.
Today, the data obtained as a result of the investigation of the nucleus in the discussed region of excitations should be rather considered as a preliminary indication to the possibility of the existence of such a transition.
The quantitative information could be of use for planning of a more detail experiment to solve the discussed physical problem -a direct experimental investigation of the dynamics of the breakup of Cooper pairs in various finite nuclear systems dissimilar in the type of statistics and in their energy with respect to the Fermi surface. under the assumption that k(M 1) = const [17] . Curve 2 -the maximum value of the function h for the secondary gamma-transitions to the levels E i . 
